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NEWS FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY - 2020
Restart MMH Community Care Centre gettogether:
Restart MMH
Community Care
Center organized a
th
get-together on 6
January 2020 with
Positive person and
their relatives. Mr.
Amit Paunikar was
Mater of Ceremony.
Dr. Nathaniel
introduced the
dignitaries Dr. Shahu welcome the guests. Mr. Sharad
Khandelwal, and Mr. Nakul Agrawal were the
speakers. On this occasion two positive people gave
their testimony. The children of affected persons were
recognized with gifts. The program ended with
fellowship lunch.

Rev. Peter Streat Feild Visit to Mure Memorial
Hospital:
Rev. Peter
Streat Feild,
visited Mure
Memorial
th
Hospital on 6
Jan. 2020. He
worked in
Gadchiroli and
Chandrapur as Missionary under Nagpur Diocese.
He shared his experience and said don't give up
always stand for the right cause.Director Mr. Vilas
Shende, recognized him with a Memento on this
occasion.
Core Group Meeting:
th
MMH Core Group Meeting was held on 9 Jan.
2020. The members took the round of the new
Home for aged and various MMH concerns and

issues were discussed during the meeting. Mr.
Vilas Shende, chaired the meeting.
All Staff Meeting:
A l l S t a f f
Meeting was
conducted on
nd
rd
22 & 23 of Jan.
2020. Mr. Vilas
Shende Chaired
the meeting.
Director shared
about MMH Yearly activities Calendar, and about
NCCI Unity Octave Prayer, which was conducted
th
at MMH on 24 Jan. 2020. Rev. Debashish Dubey
shared word of God. Dr. Vikas Gajbhiye, shared
th
about MMH 125 Anniversary which will be
celebrated in the year 2021 and planning for the
same.
Dr. Yash Dhotekar reported about the importance
of Health Check up Camps and visit. Mr. Ajay
Ramteke, Addt. Deputy Commissioner on this
occasion gave a motivational talk and he spoke on
CAA, NRC and NPR. He said all should work with
compassion and dedication for the personal
growth and for the institutional growth. Dr.
Praneeti, said proper and effective communication
can help us to work more efficiently to achieve set
goals.
MMH Health Check up Camp at Narkhed:
On 23rd January 2020 MMH conducted a Health Check
up Camp at Motoshri Anjanabai Mundafale College of
Social Work, Narkhed.
Mr. Vilas Shende, Director in his speech spoke about the

republic and how we
present health

all can stay in

issues, and about

harmony.

the new high risk

Students Nurses

disease coming

presented a beautiful

up now and then

dance, and the

with no solution

Physically Challenge students of Amahi Amchya

on it. The Camp

Arogya present a beautiful Skit. On this occasion

was conducted

Doctors, Board Members, Staff, inmates of Mure Helen

under the guidance of Dr. Yash Dhotekar, Dr. Mayank

Home of Aged, Staff of SPARSH, Re-Start, Amhi

Job , Dr. Smita Waghmare, Ms. Priyanka Ade, Ms.

Amchya Arogya Sathi and EFICOR were present in large

Priyanka Landge, and Ms. Dipti Raut. The Doctors

number.

examined around 110 students both boys and girls. 3

Helen Home for Aged Shifted:

students were referred for minor surgeries. The Camp

Helen Home for Aged is temporarily shifted from its

started at 12:00 noon and was finished at 4:45 p.m. Mr.

original MMH Old building to existing Hospital

Nitin B. Piarejee, Mrs. Prathibha Bhange and Ms. Nidhi

Building on 1st Floor Doctors Flat No. 2, as Helen Home

Mankar coordinated this camp and work hard for the

for Aged is under renovation process.

success of this camp.

Case Study:
Being a medico is a matter of challenge- some
relatively straight, some effort taking, some just fail
despite efforts. In the end well it is a matter of
satisfaction. A wise man narrated to me “love your
work” and you will get the contentment. Well there was
a unique case that did give me contentment, that made
me understand the essence of me being a medico.
Ms A, a 19 year old girl, presented with history of
altered behaviour and irrelevant talk to OPD at MMH.
She was not under influence, was afebrile. She had a
previous history of anaemia. She appeared pale on
presentation and on intervening was identified to have
haemoglobin of 3.5g/dl. Further intervention revealed
a suspicion of poor production of haemoglobin
(suppression of bone marrow/ aplastic anaemia). She
belonged to the lower socio economic strata of the
society. Cosidering the age and the seriousness of the

st

71
Republic Day was celebrated at Mure
Memorial Hospital.
M

u
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Memorial
Hospital,
N a g p u r
Celebrated its
71

st

Republic

Day on 26

th

January 2020
with zeal and
patriotism.Mrs. Aradhana Upadhaya Director of
CNI.SSI was Chief Guest and Ms. Asha Rangari, Senior
Staff hoisted the Tri-Color. The Chief Guest in her
speech shared the true meaning of Independence, and
in her speech she spoke on the current topic i.e. 'CAA
and NRC', and brought forth the fear among the people.
She said if we live in fear, so how we can call India as
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condition a referral to a haematologist was made. The

slowly blood was pulled and pushed to the patient

haematologist did the basic evaluation. The urgency

using a syringe, over the next one and half hour. The

to transfuse a bare minimum of two pints of blood was

work was not over post this as one more pint of blood

understood. To our surprise, the patient was sent

was pending. We gave a mini break to our clinical team

back to us to transfuse blood. It came as a surprise,

at ICU, called for blood and then resumed back to work,

as the patient was referred for better management to

still the same strategy, pull and push mechanism for

a higher centre. But acknowledging the necessity to

blood. This went on till 4:00am. Meanwhile the girl had

transfuse, we admitted the patient in ICU and starting

not passed urine since admission, which was a matter

transfusion at 4:3pm. The condition didn't seem

of concern. Well, exhausted at that time, i was but the

convincing enough of her wellbeing. Still on a

task was almost done. We made the discharge card

humanitarian attempt we went ahead, little did we

and the referral letter and prepared the patient for

know it is going to be a roller coaster ride.

shifting out. By this time the girl was sleeping. At

During the consultant rounds at MMH, we were

5:30am the girl was put in the ambulance and taken to

convinced her condition is due to decreased oxygen

higher centre.

to the brain due to low haemoglobin. We tried

Well, i don't know what kept us going, was it the tender

explaining to the father, who was reluctant to accept

age of the girl who had seemingly long life ahead, was it

that his daughter was not in a good shape and cannot

the tears of the father or was it the responsibility that

be dealt with in our institution to cure her. Still with

we understood on humanitarian grounds that kept us

great pain, the consultant did explain him the

going beyond time limits, beyond our normal strength.

situation. Following that, a letter was sent to the

The crux of that is the satisfaction we receive as

haematologist, to know what further plan for the

medicos and the blessing we understand has been

patient was. He wrote and sent “transfuse two pints

given to us by the almighty- to serve in love.

and after that send to our institution and thereafter we
will take care of her”. Furthermore, in a telephonic
conversation after that he stated, to send the patient

Staff Birthday for the month of February 2020:
1. Mrs. Pushpa Baghel

5/2/2019

2. Mrs. Rekha S. Gupta

13/2/2019

in the morning, even if it is 6:00am. So the goal was
set, transfuse and send. Well on paper it seems easy,
in practise was not.
The girl was so restless, that at 6 she pulled her IV line
out. She due to medical reasons was restrained, put a
fresh IV line and continued. In the midst of lot of
unsettled patients and the girl being disoriented, only
200 ml of blood went till 9:00pm-still around half the

National & International Days for the month of
February 2020 :
February 4
- World Cancer Day
February 13 - Sarojini Naydu's Birthday
February 14
- Valentine’s Day
February 23 - World Peace and Understanding Day
February 28 - National Science Day

bag left. Now if the blood doesn't finish, it may lead to
transfusion reaction. On the consent of consultant,

Wish You All Healthy New Year 2020...
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